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The nature of solutions of the autonomous equation
. "
x +
is considerede The traj ectories in the (x, i) phase plane are given
for all combinations of signs of the b and c parametersc It is
shewn that self-sustaining oscillations may occur provided that
both bO == 0 and blc2 == 0, and integral curves are given for the
variation of x w.ith t in such cases.
The stability of systems satisfying this differential.equation
is discussed, together \-lith methods of improving the character of'
the vibrations.
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General Conclusions
1This r-epo r t is part of a general investigation of d.ynamical
systems with non-linear characteristicsa In an earlier report
(Babister, 1972), certain ordinary second. order non-linear
differential equations Here c Las s i f'Led according to their
methods of solution. In this report He consider the nature
of solutions of differential equations of the form
2
dx ()dX ()�+fx -+gx
dt2 d t
o (1)
Here x c an be thought of as the displacement at time tot
We shall consider both the variation of x \·;ith t (the
integral curve) $ p ayi.ng particular attention to its periodicity
and boundedness, and also the trajectories of the system in
the (x��) phase plane.
A number of very general theorems exist concerning the
properties of autonomous systems such as that defined by
(1), in wh ich the functions f and g (relaCcing to the
damping and stiffness) depend on x· only (see Sansone and Conti,
1964t and 11inorsky, 1962). However, so many texthooks confine
their attention to a very small number of equations of the type
(r), no tably to Van der Pol is equat i.ou , and the detailed
solution of many other types is almost totally neglected.
In this report we consider equation (1) for the cases
2f(x) -- bO + blx (2)
and
g(x)
2
(3 )= c1x + c2x
..
and are cons tan ts 6 Equation (1)
then relates to the free vibration of a system w i, th a quadratic
restoring force and a non-linear damping force" RelaxatiGl1
oscillations of Van d.er PoLt s type ("lith limit cycl es ) do
not occur in these cases� since f is a linear function of x
and w i.Ll, thus be of different sign for large positive and large
negative values of x (unless bl = O)e However, it will be
shown that self-sustaining oscillations can occur for certain
values of the band c parameters" Physical examples of
these oscillations (or closely related ones) occur in the
analysis of the transient response of large amplitude motions
of aircraft (Shinbrot, 1954) and in oscillations in surge
chambers (Cole, 1927)"
Before proceeding further ",ith our particular piece of
analysis, it is wo r-thwh iLe to note some simple properties
and transformations of equation (1)8 Firstly, since f and
g are independent of t, it is obvious that if x = + (t)
3is a solution of (1) then x (t + c) is also a solution�
\11101'8 C is any' constant .. The complete solution of (1)
Ifill Lnvo L ve two az-b i tra.ry cons tant s ("'Thich cou.Ld correspond
to the amplitude and phase)s Thus� if the initial values of
x and x are specified� the complete solution of (1) is
uniquely determined provided that f(x) and g(x) have
unique fini te values for eve17 value of X6
'l'he physical charac teris tics of systems satisfying (1)
can be seen by considering the function E defined by
E :: � X 2 + J g(x) ax (4)
Differentiating (4) "lith respect to t , arid using (1), 'He
obtain
dE
dt (5)
'vIe s ee that E may be regarded as the total energy of the
sys tern per urri t ma.ss; the dissipat ion of energy ..,Ii th tine is
proportional to (and has the same s i gn as) f(x) e
4In e qu at ion (1.) put
.
y =: x (6)
Then (1) becomes
Y�+ f(x)y + g(x) 0 (7)
. (C )wh i.ch is a first order equation relating .'<. and y .... z: x $
From (7),
.£;y_ ,- � f(x) � .euldx - y
( 8)and
i_�J:.. _
, 2
-
ax
These equations are of great help in drmling traj ectories in the
(x,y) phase p1ane� From (8) ve see that !Ei.dd' vlill be infinitex
vrhere y = 0 (unless g(x) = 0 at the same point in the phase
plane)s
To find possible slopes of trajectories passing through 0:)
put y � � x in (8)� On letting X-70� w.ith g(O) o�
v18 obtain
that is, using (2) and (3)9
1:1e see +hat , for the systems we are considering, the local slopes
of trajectories pass ing through 0 s at i,s fy the same characteristic
equation as for the system obtained by retaining only the linear
terms in (l)�
Any per-Lo dtl c solution of (1) is represented b;y a c Lo e ed
curve in the phase pLan e , and. this curve vdll intersect the x
axis hTice (at points corresponding to the maximum and minimum
values of x on the closed curve)(; We note� too, that since
x and yare related by eq� (6), if a trajectory in the phase
plane does not cut the x axis, it must be an open trajectorJr�
wh.i.c h starts at a point at infini ty at t = - � and ends at
a point at LnfLni ty at t = + CN� It is important to investigate
the trajectories in all parts of the phase plane (and thus to
('o
consider the s t ab Ll.L ty of any s o Lu t i.on in relation to perturbations
.
t1 ..,. 1 -t t )or errors ln 18 lnl�la_ ao'-a D The time variation along a
trajectory can. be deduced from (6); in par t Lcul ar , in the
firs t and s e con.d quadrants of the phase plane � t Ln cr-e aa es
wi th x , 8.11d in the third and fourth qu ad ra__n ts t increases as
x decreases&
In (7) put y = l/z� Then (7) becomes
dz
dx (9)
This is a particular case of an Abel equation of the first k.i.n d ,
For the system considered,
0, (10)
the point x == ° is an equilibrium po i.n t , For such a system,
the origin is a singular point in the (x,�) phase plane. It
is also seen that the point x == - c1/c2 is another equilibrium
point for the system� On putting x
(10) becomes
�. bl cl 2
z + (bO - c + b1Z) Z - c1z + c2z- = 0,2 11
--
)\�l
7wh i c h is an equation of the same form as (10)" Hore geneTally�
any equation of the form
:::: 0 (12)
in whi.ch and. are not bo -eh z e ro , can be put in the form
of (10) with real coefficients on letting x z �y where y is
a real con s t an t , provided that the equation
-- 0
has a real root, iee, provided that
In (10), put x = aX>, t:= �T whor-e CL and p are con s tant s ,
Then
(13 )
Thus, if (10) has the solution x �.� (t), with
•
x == YO at t :::: 0, (13) has the solution
-1
X :::: CL � (pT),
0. In particular
8wo note thai; a variation in the value of a merely affects
the non-linear terms in (13), and that if � is r-e p Lac ed by
is changed. to =1; a 'I'hu s , Of' (ro)J.."': l.v has a periodic solution,
(13) HHh any- non-zero a and � Hill also have a period.ic
solution@ It follows that the properties o f a number of
different physical systems (having, for example, different periods
"d
" , " )anu arnpan g lllm(:)s can be deduced from one conf Lgurat.Lon in the
ph as e plane � If a == ··,1 and �:= 1, the coefficients bl and
c2 in (10) become =b and =c2, and the variation of X Hi t.h T1
is identical 'lVith that of (=x) \'Ii t.h te Again, if Q, := 1 and
� := -1, the coefficients bO and bl in (10) become �bo and
-b1 � and the variation of X "lith T is identical vii th that of
x with (-t) /!J Thus the positive semi�trajectory (T)"O) in
the X plane is the same as the negati ve semi�traj ectory (t <0)
in the x plane Q
These scaling factors ex. and f3 are of considerable
importance in enabling us to relate solutions of (10) and (13) 0
As w iLl, be ahown in this report, they enable us to reduce
drastically the number of combinations of the parameters band c
to be considered in order to determine the nature of the
solutions of (10). The ordinates and abscissae of the phase
c110 s en S 0 that
al ter wh en scaling factors ex. and p are applied; the
9o rdf.nat e s and ab s c ias ae ar-e , in such c as e s , non-cd i.men s Lona.L
parameter-Sf if x has the dimensions of lengtha;
Scaling factors were used in the numerical solutions given
in this r-e po r-t , many of wh.i ch \'Tere calculated on Glasgo\{ University's
analogue compu t e r (PACE) 9 (In this connect.ion the author
records his t.hanks to Professor T�R.:B'6 Honvreiler for help ion
programming and operating the computer). The computer
cal cu l.a tions wo re carried out for the e qu at ion
::= 0 (14)
and c
2
each having the values
Thus the solutions wer e performed in real time (�:=: 1) ,-ri th
a scaling factor a = 2� The magni tudes of the ini tial
condi tions Here then never greater fh an unity,
In part 1 of this report we discuss the nature of solutions
of the differen tia.l eq_uation (10) \<lith c2 == 0, an d in part 2
"le deal wi th the case c2 i= 0 II For ease of reference the various
cases considered 2.1'e set out in table 10
= 10 �"
T /iT�LE 1
.......:x.....,,:-J>;_ .. "''''''........,'''.
Index to discussion of solutions of
..
(bO b -r x )
" 2
x + + x + ell( + c2x cs 0.L
Para , Case bl c1 c2 Genera,]. Remarks
PART ONE
1..2 1 0 0 0
L2 2 + 0 0
L2 3 0 0
1..3 4 0 + 0 1
1..4 5 + + 0 Some periodic solutionsjL4 6 + 0
L5 7 0 0
L6 8 + 0
1 .. 6 9 0
PAHrr TV/O
2�2 10 0 0 +
202 11 + 0 -I-
2.,2 12 0 -I-
2 .. 3 13 0 0
2&3 14 + 0
2 .. 3 15 0
2 .. 4 16 0 + + Some periodic solutions
2e4 17 + + +
2 .. 4 18 + +
2.5 19 0 -I- Some periodic solutions
205 20 + +
2.5 21 +
206 22 0 + Some periodic solutions
2D6 23 + +
2�6 24 +
2e6 0r:; 0 Some periodic solutionsc.. ./
2e6 26 +
2,,6 27
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Introduction
-_.�.'''''''----.-
\'[e consider solutions of the equat Lon
(15)
or the equivalent system
G :x:
1
J
(�. (16)J
wher e b ·bO� 1
and are real constants" In particular we
shall sh o w how the nature of the solution depends upon the ini tial
"
conditions and at time 'vIe know
that, for the given equation, the solution is un i.queLy determined
once the initial conditions are specified.
If c1:::: 0, equation (15) is of the form
� + f(x)� :::: °
Equation (17) has as its first integral
� + F(x) r;= v (, 8 \\..!.. )
." 12 �.
Ii' ( x)::: r f ( x) a.x
,
, __
From (18) VIe obtain
t + B
whe re B is a cons tant" We see that exceptional (point)
solutions occur for F(x) = Co If F(x) is a continuous function,
this means that the set of point solutions (x = constG, y = � = 0)
is dense on at least part of the x axiso These points
correspond to e qui.L ibrium po s i tions of the system (17) G
Case 1 b., ::: 0 t c,
..!.. 1.
o
t.. ff
X + bOx ::= 0 (19 )
Equation (19) is a linear differential equations its
general solution being (for bO* 0)
x
-b t
Ae
0
B+ �
y
(20 )
where A and B are cons tan ts (J If bO::: 0, the solution
of (19) is
13
X :0= At + B '(
Y :;::: x A. � (21)
From (20) and (21) ile see that the trajectories in the pha.s e
plane are linear (see fig a 1� in wh i ch Y/bO is plotted against
x for bO > 0) e If YO C 0, then x = B for all values of t
and. the phase p1ane curve is a point (a singular point) I) Thus
ilVe have a who Le line of s ingu.Lar points (points of eq_uilibrium for
the system) along the x axise From (20) we see that, if
bO >' 0;; the solution is bounded as t�> eo.) the motion is a
subsidencea x'--)-B as t-)co. If b / ° th '1 .L,. ,.o �
.
f e so"':"u caon ,1S
unboundecl as t -) Q'; the mo tion is a d.i.ve r-g en c e , x �± co as
FigL1.re 1 is drawn for bO:> 0 (! If
bO < 00 the ar-r-ows on the curves should be reversed (this)) as
shown in the general in t.ro duo t t.on , corresponds to a change i.n
sign of Po the time scaling factor)(;
Case 2
�---
(22)
For simp1ici ty we first consider the equation
(23)
14
(l'he genere,l ao Lu t i.on of (23) can be wr.i t t en in the follovring
forms: �
(24)
Ib (A2_21
(25)
X � A c'oth (lA� t � B)- � L 2.tj_�1 .
(26)
e-
Y ::; x Ib (1, t B)-2- 2 1 2°1 I + . ::;
if
1 2
tan
1
t B) IYO +·-�b x <0 x ::: -a (-"ab +2 1 0 � 2 1
r27)1 2 2 1 B) 1 (a2 x2 ),Y - x ::: � '2a "i sec (2abl t + ;;;:: 'ibl + ,
wh e r-e a, A and B are constants (determined from the initial
conditions).
From (24) - (27), vle see that the trajectories in the ph a s e
15
plotted against x for bO = 0). If YO = 0, B is infinite
and x:o: 1\ for all values of t; the phase plane curve is then
a }Joint� 'l'hml (as in case 1) we have a who Le line of equilibrium
points along the x axis� Prom (24) (26) we see that, if
bI > Op the solution is b otzn d e d 8.1).(1 x ._> A (or zero) as t·-1' CQ
p.rovi.d ed that ei thor 0 )/2 0; ifv ::::- or xo :.?;. ( �2y0/1\ )
-
�"0
neither of these conditions is s at i.s f'd ed , x"",> � CQ either as
t '--7 w (from equation (25)) or at a fini te time (from equat.Lons
(26) and (27)) 9 as shown by tb.8 curves in the third quadr-ant of
the phase plane of figure 2 � As in case I, along a given
trajectory y(",,�) cloes not ch ange si&,11.6
Equation (22) CM be reduced to a equation of the form of (23)
on putting z = x + bO/hl� ancl the corresponding general solutions
follow from (24) - (27)6 The trajectories in the phase plane
are s till arcs of parabolas, being given by
I
y + 2b
1
== consto ( 28)
It is seen that the general configuration in the phase plane is
identical with that of figure 2, apart from a change of origin�
b < 0 = 0
1 ,c1
(29 )
16
On putting x:-..: - X� (29) b ccorne s
130
'
\.. )
wh ich is of the s am e form as (22) � Thus the integral curves
in this case are found by applying a scaling factor � = -1
to those of case 2� The trajectories in the phase plane are
given oy (28), the point (x, yl I bll) in figure 2 being
transformed into the point (�xp -y/lbll ), He see tha.ts if
b , <. 0, the so Lu t ion is bounded as t-;;'0) p rcv.i.ded t.h a t either1.
or
,
1/2
x < - (2y / \ b_ \') < 0 #o '...... 0, l ,_ �
Case 4.
, . .
x + boX + c1x = O� cl > 0; (31 )
Equation (31) is a linear differential equation, its
general solution being:-
if x
Alt
Ae
- l
� (32)
if
X :.� sin 'D)...!- J.)
-;
\
\
v
(33)
if
,
y - x
�bot/2
Ae cos
')
j
I (34)
J
"There A and B are constants de t e rm i.n e d from the initiaJ. c ondlt Lons t>
Here {\'1
equation
and
are the real roots of the characteristic
2
� + bO� + c - 0,1
Prom (4) and (31),
]. • 2 1 2
R .. - y �.- -2- elx..-_. -- 2 -- - -
(35)
(:56)
(7,71./ I I
1 Ci
.�" \..)
·dE
dt
, 2
� b x
o (38)
the tot a.l ensrGY
con8tant� and the trajectories in the phase plane are closed
curves (concentric ellipses) around the point 0 show.i .." rr (a C'\" ._.L.LO .... c>
is well known) that the motion is periodic� the period being
�rhe origin 0 is the cn.Ly E'ingular point in the
phase pIe.ne (i t corresponds to the; only' equilibrium po s iH on in
this case); it is c�lled a center.
If bO > Os E decreases w.i t.h time� and from (34) 1;Ie see
+ha t the traj ectories in the phase plane are spiral curves ar-ound
0 (prov-:i,ded that b2 -< 4 11 the point 0 being reached at0 c1h
(see y/
,...._
t :=: + 00 figure 3 in wh Lch JC1 is 1)10 tted agains t x
The motion is then a damped oscillation,
and 0 is a st ab Le focus in the phase pl ane , Figure 4- ShO"lS the
effect of the damping parameter bO on the traj ectory for the
initial conditions _ 0 (iDe, initial position
displacement but zero veloci t;y) ; prec:i.sely similar curves vill
result for any other j_nitial amplitude (Hith YO:::: 0), since
(31) is a linear differential equa.tion and, if x == � (t) is
a solution; so is ,....here C is any constant�
19
If bO > 2 ,;-;;_, He see from (32) that the motion is
composed of two modes, both of which are subsidences. Figure 5
shows the trajectories for bO/'rc;_:: 2.5. There are tyro linear
trajectories y == "'lx, y :: '" x (in this example A, :: -0&5 -:2 ....
"'2 == - 2.,0 rc;_) corresponding to the values A=t=- 0, ] ::: 0 and
A ::: 0, B::{:::O in (32) • The point ° is said to be a stable
tHo-tangent node; the trajectory A::: 0 has slope "'2 (the
numerically larger root) ",hile all other trajectories have slope
at 0. The solutions and x == '" x2
are examples
of particular solutions of the linear equation (31). Vle- shall
see that it is of importance to find if there are any particular
solutions of non-linear equations (for which a general solution
may not exist). If bO = 2�, all the trajectories have a
1
common tangent y == - 2 boX at the origin, and 0 is called a
stable one-tangent node.
If bO< 0, from (38), the total energy increases wi th
time, and from (32) - (34) E__:;"Cl;) as t�CQ, the motion being
an increasing oscillQtion if in that cas e, as shown
in figure 4, the trajectories spiral mvay from ° and the origin
...., .�"-!t "�$�l:' " -'-
is an unstable focus. As shown 'in the general introduction,
a change of sign of bO (idth cl remaining constant) Ls
equivalent to having a time scaling factor [3 == -l� The
20
oonf'Lgur-at ion in the phaso plane is unaltered? but the ar-r-ows on
the curves should be reversedo In accordance "ri th the terminology
of Sansone and Conti, for the system (3l)� the solution x::: OJ
y ::: 0 is asymp to t i.c a.l Ly stable for t -.7- + co if 10 '> 0 and
is unstable if bO < O� If bO == 0, 0 is a center and the
solution x::: 0, y � 0 is said to be stable (not asymptotically)�
He note that changing the s ign of the time scaling factor � does
not change the character of a center, but changes a stable point
into an unstable one wld vice versa.
1.4 .§.,ystems vrith non-linear damning and positive stiffness
Case 2.
..
x + (bO + blX) x + c1x ::: O. (39)
We first consider the equation
.,
(40)
This is a particular excmple of the class of differential
equations of the form
x + f(x) x + g(x) o (41)
in VThich rex) and g(x) are odd functions of x, with
21
g(x) > 0 for x > 0., Then, Vlith T.1 (X�(x) = oj f(s)ds, if
there exists a positive number a such that
x
I �sl d.s > � I F(x) \
o
(42 )
for 0< x � a, then all the trajectories of (41) in the
neighbourhood of the origin (x � 0, x = 0) are closed (see Opial
(1958) and S2�sone and Conti (1964). For equation (40), the
.
inequality (42) holds for all positive a (the l.h.s� of (42)
is infinite in this case), and as "fe shall see there is a large
part of the phase plane for which the trajectories are closed,
and thus self-sustaining ocsillations are possible.
The general first integral of (40) is
ccns t , , (43)
wh e r-e y = x
We note that (40) has the particular first integral y = � - - cl/bl.
'.0
From (43) we see that the form of the trajectories will be
very different according to whe the r y > or <:: (-cl/bl). In
22
fig. 6$ if b1YO/cl > -1, the trajectories are closed curves,
enclosing 0 and symmetrical vl"r"ts Oy$ There is, in fact,
a periodic solution of (40) for any system having xO:=: 0, Yo > 0
at t:=: O. The variation of x "lith t (as determined by
analogue computer) is aho wn in figl) 7 for various values of
We pee that the period varies little with yo (for the
range of values considered).
•
An approximate formula for the period
can be found by I"lri ting the solution of (40) in the form
Xo blXl
2
x :=: + + blX2 + II II � tJ
and
bl0..1
2
c = 0..0 + + bl0..2 + ••• I> ,1
bI being considered as the perturbation parame t ar-, This vas the
.
/
method us ed by Poincare for the solution of perturbation problems
in celestial mechanics (see also NcLach Lan , 1950). iile find the
period is (to the second order in bl)
( 1 +
which again s ho ws the small effect the non-linear term has.
If «
- -1, the trajectories are open curves, the
23
displacement tending to infinity as t -7" + !?J"
Figure 8 shows the trajectories for the sys tern (39) if
bO '7 0 (there is then no exac t first integral) � vIe see that,
for much of the phase plane, the trajectories spiral in to Oe
This is to be expected since, for this system, from (5),
and thus the energy vTill be decreasing if bO + "ix > 0 e In
the neighbourhood of 0 the effect of the non-linear term in
(39) is very small and the trajectories there resemble those of
the damped linear system (case 4, fig. 3)� However, below the
line AB, in part of the region blY/Cl <: -1, non-linear
effects predominate and, as above, the trajectories are openo
The curve AB is a separatrix for the system (39); it
separates the domain in wh Lch trajectories spiral in to 0 from
that in which they go off to infinity. In fig� 6, the line
y = - cl/bl is another e xam p Le of a s ep ar-at rLx ,
The traj eotories of the sys tem (39) vii th "o < 0 can be
obtained (as shown in the general introduction) by employing
scaling factors a. = -1, � = -1 (this changes the sign of
bO but bl and c1 are unaltered). Thus the point (x,y)
in figure 8 is transformed in to the point (-x,y); in addi tion
24
the arrows on the curves should be reversed, The phase pl an e
diagram for bO < 0 becomes the mirrorimage of that of fig� 8
,vi th respect to the y axi s , the trajectories spiralling away
from 0" We see that, if bO < 0, all the trajectories tend
to infini ty as t � co 0
Case 6 o
(44)
On putting x:: - X, (44) becomes
.. -
X + (bO - blX) X + clX :: 0 (45)
whi ch is of the same form as (39)" Thus the integral curves
can be found by applying a scaling factor a,:: -1 to those of
case 5. Here too we see that, if bO:: 0, self-sustaining
oscillations around ° can occur if I bll y/cl< 1, 0
being a center for the system (44).
trajectories Hill, in general, spiral in t.owar'd s 0 (unless yo
is large, i.e, or" the other side of the separatrix); if bO< 0,
all the trajectories tend to infinity as t -7 c:o.
The oscillatory motion we have just considered in cases 5
25
and 6 also o ccur s in systems w.ith q_uadratic damping. 'I'hus the
system
o
becomes identical with (40) on differentiating with respect to
t &�d putting x:= z. Physical systems vii th q_uadratic damping
(such as turbulence damping) satisfy eq_uations of the type
•
z
•
Z + c1z := 0
or the eq_uivalent form
lx' ;; + "ix := 0
For systems such as (47) or (48), the trajectories for the two
halves of the oscillation in wh i.ch x has the same sign are
identical vli th those of cases 5 and 6 which we have jus t
considered (but w i, th different constants of integration).
However, from (48), the co efficion � of
,
x is never negative
(vlith bl> 0), and the composite trajectory tends to 0 as
Both lineal' and q_uadratic damping are us od in the Lew.i.s
servomechanism (LeHis, 1952, and Ca'LdweLl, and Rideout, 1953),
which satisfies the eq_uation
( , r\f_�v )
(47)
(48)
26
. , .
x + ( b 0 + b 1 I x I ) x + "ix :=: O. (49)
Here ag2.in the curves for x positive ru1d x negative can be
deduced from fig� 8e The idea behind this servomechanism
was to ensure a more rapid response to large errors than in the
corresponding line2.r systemo
105 §..ystems wi t.h linear damT)ing and negativ:e stiffness. (bl.- 0, "i< 0)
Case 7
f � ..
X + boX + clx = 0, (50)
Equation (50) is a linear differential equation, its general
solution being:-
;''It ;"2t
x == Ae + Be
(51)
;"1
;''It
+ "2
;"2t
y = x ::: Ae Be
whe r-o "1 and "2 are real roots of the characteristic
equation
'\ 2
..1.., b "Ir: O/� (52)
Since is negative, one root "I will be positive
(corresponding to a divergence) and the other root "2 vlill be
2'7
negative (corresponding to a subsidence) 0
If
.
bO - 0, (50) has the first integral
1 2
2Y" o (53)
whe re
y ::: x"
Thus» 'vi th cl < Op the trajectories in the phase plane are
branches of rectangular hyperbolas (as shown in fig" 9) � the two
linear traj ectories yI .Fcl ::: ±.. x corresponding to zero
values of A or B in (51). vIe see that, in general� the
trajectories tend to infinity as t ��" o is a saddle point
(this corresponds to an unstable position of equilibrium)"
If bO"/ 0,· the traj ectories in the phase plane are as
in fig. 10 (vlhich is drawn for bol /M ::: 1)" Here too 0
is a saddle point, The linear trajectories correspond to
Trajectories for bO < 0 can be obtained from
those in fig" 10 by having a time scaling factor �::: �l; thus
the point (x,y) in fig. 10 is transformed into the point
(x,-y), Thus (as is "Jell known ) all linear systems (50) having
negative stiffness diverge to infinity as t � co (except for the
principal mode corresponding to y ::: �2x),
28
Case 8
\-Ie first consider the equation
u •
x + b1xx + clx = 0, 1'lith b1 >0, c1 < OD
As shown in para , 11>4, the general first integral of (55) is
where
e
y = x"
However, du e to the change in sign of cl' the trajectories are
very different from those of case 5. Eq. (55) also has the
particular
•
cl/bl•first integral y = x = -
The trajectories for systems given by (55) and (54) are
shown in figures 11 and 12 respectively. We see that these
figu.res have 'much in common with figs. 9 and 10, in whi ch the
damping was linear. In particular ° is a saddle point for
the non-linear systems and all the trajectories tend to infinity
(54)
(55)
(56)
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as t -7'(t)" except for the tvw trajectories which converge on the
origin; these are t,,[O arms (or separatrices) of the singular
point O� As can be seen from figs8 11 and 12, all the other
trajectories tend to approach the other two arms of the singu.lar
po in t 0 as t -)- ee •
Trajectories for bO < 0 can be obtained from those in
fige 12 by having scaling factors � = -It � = -ID The point
(x�y) in fige 12 is transformed into the point (-x,y), and in
addition the arrows on the curves should be reversedo Once again
we find that all the trajectories go to infinity as t �oo, except
for two arms of the singular point 00
Case 2
0'
x + (bO + b1X) x + c1x = O. (57 )
On putting x = - X, (57) becomes
(58)
which is of the same form as (54)" Thus the integral curves
can be found by applying a scaling factor � = -1 to those of
case 8" All the trajectories tend to infinity as t -7 ee
with the exception of two arms of the singular point O.
2,,1 Introduction
We consider solutions of thE) equation
(59)
or the equivalent system
e
X Y 1 (60)
The point 0
is obviously an isolated sin�llar point for the system (60);
hOVlever9 as ShOVTn below, the term involving c2 may cause the
system to have a non-e lemen tazy singular point at 0 .. As in part 1,1
we shall show how the nature of the solution depends upon the initial
conditions
•
and s » Xo = Yo at time In particula.r
we shall determine whethe'r or not there exist traj ectories tending
towards O.
2.2 .§,ystems with square-la\f stiffness (Cl::: 09 02 > 0)
Case 10
(61)
= 31 -
We first consider the equation
(62)
The general first integral of (62) is
= A (63)
where y = x and A is a cons tarrt , The general solution for
x in terms of t can be expressed as a Iveierstrass elliptic
function (Hhittaker and v!atson9 1927)" \ve find
(64)
where B is an arbitrary constanta However, the nature of the
solution can most easily be seen in the (XfY) phase plane (fig" 13)
in which 'y/ IJ c2 is plotted against x , for bO::': O, If A = Of
in (63), we see that the corresponding trajectories are given by
y =
These two trajectories have the singular point 0 as a limit; one
of them approaches 0 while the o ther recedes from 0, both
trajectories being tangent to the x axis at O. We see that 0
is a non-elementary singular point, and is obviously a position of
unstable equilibriumo Physically, eq. (62) corresponds to a
conservative system with its potential energy having a point of
inflexion at x = O. 'l'hese two trajectories form the two anus of
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the separatrix through 0, the other trajectories curving round on
either side of O� We see that, in genera19 the trajectories tend
to infinity as t increases$ From (64) we find that the point at
infinity may be reached in a finite timee
Fig., 14 shoVls the corresponding trajectories for the system (61)
with bO > 0.. In this case (61) has no general first integ2'al.,
Here too 0 is a non-elementary singular point; as shown in the
general introducUon� the slopes A of trajectories passing through
o satisfy the e�D�tion
This can also be seen from fig., 14"
We see that, for sys tems "lith xo == 0 and 0..( c2ydb6 < 10 5 f the
traj ectories turn. inwards to the origin9 in a similar manner to tha.t
for a stable node (this is due to the damping term).. There is also
one trajectory AO converging directly on 0; this is one arm of
the separatrix through 0.. All the other trajectories (including
OB9 the other arm of the separatrix) tend to infinity as t
increases ..
Figo 14 is drawn for bO > 00 Trajectories for bO < 0 can
be obtained from those in figo 14 by having a time scaling factor
� = -1. Thus the point (x,y) in fig. 14 is transformed into the
point (x ,-y); in addition the ar-rows all the curves should be r-eve raed ,
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'tIe see that9 if bO <. O� all the trajectories tend to infinity as
t increases (except for that corresponding to BO) ..
.£?.,se 11
0;",
X ..;-
We first consider the eq_uation
or the eq_uivalent system
l (66)
This is a particular case of the system
x = y + f (x,y)
y = g (xsy)
considere{by Keil (1955), f and g being non-linear functions ..
Here too9 0 is a non-elementary singular point •
.
The trajectories L>1 the phase plane for the system (66) are
The general form of the trajectories is very similar to that in figo 1.3 ..
- 34 -
'Phere is one trajectory whd.ch tem.inates at 0; all other
traj ectories tend to infinity as t :i.nc:ceases e Rere too 0 is
a position of unstable equilibriuIDo
Trajectories for the system (65)9 for bO > O� are shown in
As in case 109 the slopes A of
trajectories pas s.i.ng through 0 are given by A == 0 or -bOo
For bobl/c2 "" 1, we see that two traj ecto rd.es converging on 0 are
given by
This corresponds to the pa.rticular integral
(61 )
Putting
�
u = x + bOx9 we s�e that (65) becomes
From fig .. 16 we see that no trajectory crosses ine line AOB,
Trajectories to the right of this line (in the firstt
second and fourth quad.rants) turn in to\.,ards 0, having a common
tangent along Ox at O. As can be seen from (68), if x > 0,
trajectories on either side of AO approach this line as t increases1
but never merge ,vi th it .. We see that trajectories to the left of
Aon (in the second, third and fourth quadrants) tend to infinity as
t increases; one of these, OC, starts from 00
- 35 ..,
By considering the slopes of the tra,jector-ies of the system
traj eotories tend to Lnf'Lni, ty as t increases � only a fev1 (for
sufficiently small YO at xO::= 0) turning ii"1 towards 0; the
general picture is very similar to that given in fig., 14,. If
and fourth quadrants) turn in towards 0 � whi Le others (in the
second. 9 third and. fourth quadr-ants) tend to infinity as t increases"
has the particular integral
(69 )
which gives the first integral of (65) in the fom
(70 )
where c is an arbitrary constant" Thus t iii th b > 0o anel
bOb/C2 "" 2, the trajectories tend to merge \'lith the parabola
as t Lncreases ,
There are no particular solutions if bO < 0 (t'li th b1 and
c2 both po sLt fve and 01 "" 0)., A t:rpical example of trajectories
for the system (65) for bO < 0 is shown in fig .. 17 (for
All the trajectories tend to infinity as t
increases (except one trajectory which terminates at 0)" As can
be seen, there are some trajectories 1,'hich commence at 0"
••
x+
2
x + c x = 0"
2 (71)
On putting t == =T, (71) becomes
= OJ! (72)
Thus the integral curves can be found by applying a scaling factor
� = -1 to those of case llG 'l'he traj eotories in the phase plane
can be obtained from figures 15-17� He find that, in general� the
trajectories tend to infinity as t increases, except that (i) if
bO > 0, some trajectories close to the origin (in the first and
fourth quadrants) terminate at 0 and (:I.i) 9 there is a lways one arm
of the separatrix wh.i.ch terminates at O. Linear trajectories,
corresponding to the particular integral (67) occur for
- 37 -
(73)
On putting x � -X, (73) becomes
(74)
wh'i.ch is of the same form as (61) � (65) or (71) � depending on the
sign of b1" Thus the j.ntegral curves can be found by app'lyf.ng a
scaling factor � � �1 to those of cases 109 12 ru1d ll� The point
(Xgy) is transformed into the point (v'X9�'Y)" 'vIe see i;hat� i.n
general, the trajectories tend to infinity as t increases� exoept
that (i) if bO > 0, some trajectories close to the origin (in
the second and third quadrants) te�J1il1ate at 0 and (ii) there is
always one arm of the separatrix which terminates at 00 As in
As pointed out in the general introduction, the system
has equilibri\� points at both x � 0 and x ee =O /c e1 2 Thus on
putting x "" Z =c/c2, we obtain the equa+Ion
•• bl];.z + (to - +c2
�C Z -1-
1
"" 0 .. (75)
The phase plane thus has tvro sf.ngul.ar points? but they are both
e Iementary singular points of the type considered in part 1" 'rhis
is seen by considering the form of the trajectories in the
neighbourhood of each separate singular point9 eq� (75) is more
sui table for de termdrring the nature of the singularity at
These tva singularities coalesce
if 02 = 0, giving rise to thenon-elementary points at 0 mentioned
(76 )
'�le first consider the equation
(77)
� 39 �..
The general first integral of (77) is
1 3
+ .:.'C X
3 2
Iii'! K, (78)
where
•
y = x
and K is a cons tant , As :in para , 2.2, t[le general solution for
x in tenn.s of t can be expressed as a \veirstrass elliptic f'unc td.on ,
We find
vlhe1'e B is an arbitrary constant .. The sys tem (71) has no damping
term and thtiJS the total energy E is constant and equals K� from
(78) ..
The trajectories in the phase plane are shovm in fig", 18, in
which c y/c 3/22 1 is ploHed against for bO:: 0" vIe see
that the system (77)f "lith b1 � 0 and c1 > 0, does not have
trajectories tending to O� The point 0 is a center and P, the
point (�c1/c2' 0), is a saddle point� the nature of the tr�jectorles
in the immedi�te neighbourhood of these two points being determined
(in this case) by the linear terms in eq� (75) and (77)8 As
pointed out by Sansone and. Contif the existence of a center cannot
always be inferred by disregarding the non-linear terms" 'Loud (1964)
. ., 40 r�
has shown that a necessary oondi t i.on that the system
Q
X. = Y
227. 2 2
y -- -x + fiX
-
+ Bxy + Gy + Dx) + Ex Y + ]i'A'Y
1
+ Gy3 + 0."" j (80)
(vrhere the omitted terms are of higher order) should have a center
at 0 is that
AJ3 + Be + E + 3G - 0" (81)
If (81) does not ho1d9 the system (80) has I) focus at 09 \'1hich is
stable or unstable according as the Lh�s" of (81) is negative or
poai.t i.ve ,
The variation of x vrith t (as determined by analogue
the motion is periodic6 The corre sponding
Using Poincal'�! a
method � vie find the period is
r.: 2 2
g?1. ( 1 ')c2YO )+ �-.-7, �
t; 120"'-1
to the second order in Thus the period ilJ.creases vii th increase
of amp'l L tude 60
periodic, x tending to (_00) as t increasese This is shown
- 41 =
:i.n fig& 18p vhere the curve APEPe (the sepa:cat:rix) d.i.vi.de s the
phase plane Lnto three regions � the traj ecbor.Les tending to inn.. ni ty
unless they are vdthin the region PEP" On the arm of the
sepa�catrix9 one trajectory AP starts from infiruty and tr.::rminates
at the singular point P � another PEP both starts and ends at P 1
and a third. PC starts f'r-om P and goes to infinity as t
increases"
Trajectories for the system (76) "rith bO > 0 are shown in
f:i.g. 209 The origin 0 is nov! a stable f'ocus t the point P
being still a saddle podnt .. Here too � the na+ure of the
trajectories near these two singLll,arities is determined, by the
linear terms in eq� (75) and (76)" The two arms of the aepar-a+rtx
APE divide the phase plane into two regions 9 in one of vrhd.ch all th,�
trajectories spi ra]. in to the origin, whi.Le in the other all the
trajectories tend to infinity as t :Lncreases� :£I1ige 20 is drawn
for bel.�:::: 1, and near 0 the traj eotories closely reaembIe
those for the linear system shown in figo 3e The form of the
trajectories for other positive values of DO doe s not differ
remarkably from that shovn in fig" 20; thusr- for
the traj ec torri.es in the l'egion of 0 closely resemble thos e for the
linear system shown in fig"5,,
Trajectories fOT 10< 0 can be obtafre d from those in
fig .. 20 by use of a tiJ118 scaling factor � ,'", =l.. Thus the point
(x?y) in fig. 20 is tranfOrTiled ii1tO the point (x , �y) f in addition
the ar-rows on t.he curves should be rcversed , We see that 0 is
now an unsbabLe focus and P is a saddle point; if 'bO <:':: 0, 8,1.1
the trajectories tend to infinity as t inCre(3,S8S (except thQr38
corresponding to OP and CP) {>
(82)
This is the most general case of (59) considered so faro As
in case 169 the system (82) has t'\.... o elementary 8in€:,1'\).la1' poil1t�} at 0
and at x:= �cl/°29 the latter point ah1'EtY'S being a saddLe point in
the phase plane for (82) with 'tip cJ. and 02 all positive" The
nature of the trajectories in the region of the origin depends upon
the Si&,11 of bO"
Figure 21 shows the trajectories for 10::: O. This case is
of particular interest in that bhe corresponding linear equation has
o as a centero Howeve r , in the present caS89 vlith both b1 and
c2 non-zero� the necessary condition (81) for a center is not
satisfied, and, if bO = 0 with b1c2 > 0, 0 is an unstable focus�
Thus in fige 21� all the trajectories tend to infinity as t
increases. except for the n·lO arms of the separatrix wh i.ch teTl..ninate
at the saddle po.in t ,
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'I'he phase plane c1ia[:,TaJIl for bO '-" 0 and other positive value" of
b1 does not differ remarkably from fig� 2L
Pigur-e s 229 23 and 24 show the traj ectories for (82) "lith
The origin is a stable focus
(or stable node) for positive bO and an unstable one for
negative bO" This is precisely the same as for the corresponding
Ldriear- system (shmm in figs. 3=5)0 It will be seen from fig8� 22
and 23 that. for the values of 1)0 chosen , certain trajectories are
straight lines 6 These trajectories cor'reapond to par-td.outar
solutions of (82)", It is readily shown that (82) has a particular
integral of the form
(83)
This corresponds to the trajectory
in fig .. 22 .. Again we find that (82) has a particular integral of
the form
(84)
This cor-responde to the trajector;l
= 44 =
y +JC;_x - 0
In both of these figureE3 we note that t'\'fO arms of the
separatrices through the saddle point divide the phase plane into a
region in whi ch the traj ectories tend to 0 (mainly Ln the first �
second. and fourth quadrants) and a region in whi ch the traj ect or-i.e s
tend to infinity as t increases.
Equation (82) has a particular integral
2
.:- c"x
z,
.- 0 (85)
(86)
The corresponding trajectoI'Y in the phase plane is
( 87)
Putting
we see that (82) reduces to
provided that (86) holds true�
(82) in the fo rm
This gives the first integral of
(88)
wher-e C is an arbi trar,yr constant ..
satisfying (86), tb.6 trf1jactol'ies tend to merge ,�!ith the parabo.La.;
.� 45 �
given lJY (87) � as t increases .. \{e no t e that this parabola
passes through both the ai.ngul.ar point at 0 and the one at
If bl > O� the phase plane portrait for these
values of bO :Ls not unlike that in fig" 23p the origin being a
stable node and the point P a saddle pointe
Case J.8
On putting t =-1', (89) becomes
The integral curves can be found by applying a scaling factor
� ::: �l to those of case l7� The trajectories in the phase plane
can be obtained from figures 21-249 The origin is a stable focus
if bO � 0 and an unstable focus if bO -c 0" The singularity
at (-cl/c2, 0) is a saddle pointe
2e5 .§,ys_tems with ..<l�adratic stiffness (01 > Or 02 < 0)
Case 19
Case 20
(89)
(90 )
- 46 =
Case 21
----
(91)
On putting x - -X 9 (91) becomes
(92)
which is then of the same form as (76)9 (82) or (89) (depending on
the sign of bI)" Thus the integral curves can be found by
applying a scaling factor a.::: =1 to those of cases 16, 18 and 170
The point (x,y) is transformed into the point (-x, -Y)o \>le
find that, if bl = 0, 0 is a center if bO � 09 a stable focus
if bO > 0 and an unstable focus if bO <, O. If bl > 0, 0 is
a stable focus if
. "o � 0 and an unstable focus if bO < O. If
bl< 01 0 is a stable focus if bO > 0 and an unstable focus j_f
The sing�larity at (-cl/c29 0) is a saddle pointe
= 47 -
Case_S'L
In (93) put x = Z - c-!c2" Then
(94)
We see that one effect of this transformation is to change the sign
of the coefficient.of x
*
while leaving the coefficients of xx and
Thus the nature of solutions for cases 22=27 can
be determined from those for cases 16-21, allovling for the change
in the value of °09 and for the displaced origin of the new phase
diagram" He note9 too9 that cases 25, 26 and 27 can be related
to cases 22, 23 and 24 respectively by applying a scaling factor
a. =:: -1"
We find that, for cases 22�27t 0 is a saddle point,
corresponding to a position of unstable equf.Lfbr Lum , 8.S wouLd be
expec ted f'rom a eonsid.e:cation ()f the linear t.crms .i.n (93) (;
Consicler now the natur e of t.he t.l'ajectories :I.E ·i;ilo J>egion of the
o ther- singular point P For Car,;es 22 and 259 P is
POX' cases 2) and 27 � P is a stable focus :1..f
and an unstable focus if DO·� b., 0.'/(:2.J.. L _ ]'or cases
24 and 26� P is a stable f'o cus if bO::::- D, °11 c.._ t.:: and an uns tabLe
Thus periodic ao Lu+iona can occur in the
neighbot:rhood of the point P only i.1'l cases 22 and 25 provic1.8(� that
He have been cOl1Gidel'ing the h�an8i.ent behavi.our of tho
dynam::i.GaJ. system satisfying the equa..tion
(95)
For this system there is a urri.que soll.ttion (for given values of: the
parameters b and. 0) fo:£' initial conddtf.ona
6 <,
x "" Xo 9 X -- ::-�O
However , this solution may not exist for 0,11 p08itive t,
thus Ln oases 2� 3� lO� 16 and 22� cer taf,n so lutdons tend to
infinity at a finHe time" This fin1 te escape time cannot OOOl1.1'
in physical systems (it can be closely approximated. to 'vlith systems
having very 10\'1 stiffness � at least urrt i.l, saturation of some
variable Eets in)"
The stability of the linear systam
�. �
x + bOX + clx :::: 09 (96)
obtained by omitting the non-linear terms from (95), depends on the
nature of the roots of the characteristic equation
Such a system returns to its equilibril'l.!ll 1')08i tion (x:= 0 � � "" 0)
are both positive; the eq'.2ilibri12!ll state is t1len
said to be asymptotically stable .. For the linear system this
equilibriLl.m state is asymptotically f:'table in tht'l large (or
glo1:)ally stable) since eV81'y motion (hO'dEfv8:C 18..rg",) converges to
Some of these results 2.1s0 appl.y to the non-linear system
(95) � As shown by \1illems (1970) � the null solution (x:::: 09
.. �
x == 0) of the autonomous system (95) is asympto tdcal.Iy stable if'
all the roots of the characteristic equation (97) have negaLive rea.l
parts? tha.t isp if bO and c1 11ro both positive (as in figi.1reB 8f!
209 22 and 23)", However 9 as shown in these f:igu:!�es � Btl ell sys tems
are not global.Ly asymp to ta ca'l.Ly s tub Le t indeed 9 one of "(;he aims of
this report is to g'ive some qua:otitaUve date.... on the extent of the
asympto t i,c stability � which is of great Imporbane in practical
applicationSe The null solution of the non-d i.neax system (95) is
unstable if at least one of the roots of (97) has a positive l'oa1
part t tha.t is, if
. 'bO < 0 or 01 < 0 � then 0 is e�!. th(':r an
uns tabLe focus (or node) (as in figure 24) or a saddle point (in
which case the 111;;.11 solution if) said to be compl.e tely unstable 9 since
all motions diverge from the" neighbourhood of 0 as t increases).,
As pointed out in para" 2.,4, the stability of the system (95)
cannot be Lnf'erred from that of the 1 Inear 8yS tom (96) if the La tte::
has 8. )11)Jl 8(�1ui;:!.nn ..,ith critical s'Lability behaviour" that is" if
As stated in that paragraph� for such systems
51 ""
So far vi'8 have ooriai.der-ed the s tab i.Li.t.y of the )'):�!11 state of
the system (95) o The system (95) also has the equ:ll:t'brimn s'Ga,te
X. ec r Ie�"1 2"
iei asympbo t i.caLl.y stable if the roots of the equat ion
(98)
(the che,ractel'istic equation for the system (75»)9 have negative)
It is
'1,:he per-i.odd.c solutions (cases 59 69 16 � 19 � 22 and 25) are
orbi cally stable (since a path whf.ch is suf'f'Lo ient Iy c Ios e to a
periodic solution will aIvays 1:1.'€, in its entirety, :Ln. the
immediat.e vicini ty of the chosen orbit t. pr-ovaded uhe path does not
coincide vii th a sepa:rai'Grix) 9 for the sysbem (95) these periodic
solut:i.ons only occur provided that both bO 0' 0 and b102::.: 0;
and then only for trajectories suf'f'Lc i.erit.l.y close to an equili'b:d.unl
po.ln t , Hovrevcl', the period of rotation is different for the
different paths7 and thus the periodic solutions are not stable in
the sense of Id.apunov ,
divide the phase p Lano into domains pcasessing 'tery different
pr-oper-t i.e s e rn11JS (as in figu.re 23) on one side of the sepal'a'i;:rix
the trajectories may tend to an equf.Li.br-Lum po.i rrt , whe reas on the
other si(le they mczy tend. '(;0 infini ty � the mo t.Lon along B:ny
s epar'at r-ix :�3 asymptotic tOi'laJ.-:c1s (or airlay from) a st8.,te of
equi LibrIum,
One of the mc s t important conc Ius i.ons from this 8X18,lys:L:3 is
the very g:;�eat change in -the nature of the tl'ajecto:ri.es on the
hrtrociuction of even a small norr-Lfnear term, 8.8 is seen by
comparing figures 1 and 149 or 2 and 15" No limit cycLes OCCl).I'
VIi th the non-d i.near- sysbem (95); hovevor , from a prad;;:i.cal point of
vim" f the undesireability of this system is that dj_yeX'g'ent motion
\'lill occur for large initial displacements from 1:U1 eq'n:nib:ci-cu�l
post tion"
An ::Lmp:::oov-ement in the character of the vibrations of SUGh a system
would result by removing the separatrices as far as possible from
the null point 0, thus enlarging any region of 8tabili ty" .As can
be seen from the phase plane diagrams, this can be done most easily
by incre8.sing 01 (with bO and c1 both positive) and decreasing
(rmmerica.lly) b1 and thus decreasing tte relative importance
by direct alteration of the inertia and stiffness of the system or
b�y' using a feedback devtic e ,
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